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There is much literature describing the clinical results
of -often newly introduced- urethral bulking agents,
however there is a lack of high-quality comparative
articles. These publications however are used for
conventional systematic reviews, disregarding a large
portion of published data. The aim of this study was
therefore to perform an extensive review of all
available literature, including case reports, to get a
broader view of the complications encountered with
the recently available bulking agents.
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On March 7, 2016, we performed an extensive search
in the PubMed, Embase and Cochrane databases. The
search was limited to the synonyms or equivalents of
“urethra,” “urinary incontinence,” and the different
bulking agents. All original articles and case reports
describing the complications of urethral bulking agents
were included, regardless of the methodological
quality.

The advantage of our method is that many articles
were included that would be excluded in standard
reviews. After assessment, only 7 RCT’s described
complications and 4 comparative studies. The
remaining 68 articles, with 49 prospective single-arm
studies would have been deleted. This shows that an
important part of literature is neglected in systematic
reviews. By adding the case-reports another 38 articles
were added to the review. Case reports are an
important way to communicate specific concerns
about products in medical literature.

 Bulkamid, Contigen, Durasphere, Tegress and
Urolastic have the lowest overall complication rates
 Complications requiring surgical removal were
mostly seen with Urolastic and Zuidex
 Despite the limitations, we can conclude that most
bulking agents currently available seem to be safe
 Comparison based on efficacy should point out which
has the best balance between efficacy and
complications

Case reports
In 38 case reports and small case
series, 50 patients were treated for
50 complications. The complications
tend to be more severe, as minor
complications are less interesting to
report in case reports. Reported
treatments are also more invasive
than in the original studies. Out of 50
complications, 30 (60.0%) were
classified as Clavien Grade III.

Original articles
In 6462 treated patients a total of
2095 complications (32%) were
reported in the 79 analyzed studies.
Of the reported complications, 67
(3%) were considered major (Clavien
Grade III - requiring an additional
procedure). The remaining 2028
complications were treated with
conservative therapy.


